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Dean Stitzel’s New Book “Great Basin Magic in Imagination of Words” is an
Absorbing Book on a Sheriff and His Friendship with the Cowboys in a Small
Town

Recent release “Great Basin Magic in Imagination of Words” from Page Publishing author
Dean Stitzel is an extraordinary book that shows the challenges experienced by those who live
in a small town and narrates how a community gets united in good and bad times.

ELKO, Nev. (PRWEB) March 12, 2018 -- Dean Stitzel, a retired operator of a cattle ranch in northeastern
Nevada who is passionate in riding and training good cow horses, has completed his new book “Great Basin
Magic in Imagination of Words”: a meaningful work that tells a story of people who are able to know the
meaning of freedom, respect, compassion, pride, and the challenges one faces when living at the West.

Author Stitzel talks about what freedom means: “Aitxitxe understood and believed that freedom can rise to the
point of betrayal if not respected, but freedom’s cry will never be obsolete. It becomes louder, relentlessly
stoking the fires of ambition and independence while remaining the foundation on which dreams are built, lives
are lived and lost as the beat goes on. Freedom will resist the taunting of tyrants shouting words of hate as they
burn and stomp on our flag with dirty feet. Freedom’s voice is understood in every language and in any land as
its trail wanders from the Sea of Galilee to the Mountains of the Awakenings Black Rock Desert and the home
of the Burning Man Celebration, while the people freely sing and dance without the weight of a ball and chain.
Each heartbeat is pounding to avoid being broken by the forces of oppression and hunger.”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, Dean Stitzel’s new book is a unique story on the magic of
the Great Basin that touches lightly on race, religion, freedom, different cultures, among others. The Great
Basin has taught many people on the importance of freedom and maintaining a culture.

Readers who wish to experience this enlightening work can purchase “Great Basin Magic in Imagination of
Words” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and
Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated
business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like.
Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time-consuming issues, and focus on their
passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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